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Creative Integration of Multiple Technologies into 
the 
Mathematics Classroom

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”

- Arthur C. Clarke

“Technology makes it possible for people to gain control over everything, 
except over technology.”

- John Tudor

"I am convinced that students are able to learn 
in more ways than I know how to teach."

- Middle School Math Teacher

Good morning, Australia
Maths Teachers
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Creative Integration of Multiple Technologies into 
the 
Mathematics Classroom

IWB's (SMART Boards)
Graphing Calculator Emulators
COLOUR!
Interactive Activities on a handheld or 

for FREE using a web-based Player

SMART Boards

Use of colour!

Glitz

Capture
- one of my favorites!

Exponents Daily Gift May 2008 Chapter 
10.doc

SLOPE FIELDS  THE BRAND SPANKIN 
NEW GIFT 1 apr 2004.doc

Hexagon

Name of polygon? Notes Online

SMART Board Notes Online SHORT Jan 
2010.notebook
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Tell 'em the Kristen story... Recorder

Baseball_Problem_AdvFeb252009.pdf

Graphing Calculator Emulators

TI-SmartView

TI-SmartView 
Emulator 
(84 family)

It is 15-year old technology!

As much as I like: TI-Nspire SmartView (emulators)
Clickpad Touchpad CX color
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TI-Nspire Handheld and Desktop Computer Software 

It has changed my teaching and my students' 
learning 
in a very positive and profound way.

And now with the new FREE Document Player...

Advantages of using TI-Nspire
Documents that assist the learning

Develop Conceptual Understanding
Discover the Math
Assist with Procedures
Investigations
Extra Examples
Tutorials
e Flash Cards (Study Cards)
Reviews -- but not using class time
Actually "buys" me instruction time
Interactive tutorials 
Animations
Step-by-step "magic"
Just "cool stuff"

Sliders for graphing (and other...)

And now TI-Nspire comes as a colour handheld:
TI-Nspire CX

TI-Nspire CX

So easy to use,
even a baby could do it!
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Show 'em some interactive files -- how Nspire 
assists learning
Also show screen shots
and interacting on the emulator

Area Formulas

Signed Numbers

Quadrants_Axes_Origin

Multiple Representations

Solve Quad Eqs 3 examples
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Electronic Flash Cards Signed_Numbers.tns Investigation Example
Max_Area_of_Inscribed_Rectangle_in_Parabola.tns

Extra Examples

4.4_Gift_Number_5.tns

Tutorials Factoring_8_All_Types.tns TI-Nspire_Overview.tns
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e Flash Cards (Study Cards)

Study_Cards_BG.tns1

Reviews -- without using valuable class time

Writing_Equations_of_Lines_Review.tns

BG Pictures BGPic_Einstein
_DHyland.tns

More pictures with Basic Graphs

Basic_Graph_Pix_Student_Samples_2008.
pdf

"Buy" valuable classroom time:

Mathematical Modeling

Also, it makes students more accountable 
for their learning.

Mathematical_Modeling_1.tns
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Just "cool" ways of showing mathematics!
Constructing_ConicsT
R.tns

Sliders for graphing:
helping to understand how changing parameters 
affects the graphs

Sliders_for_Graph
s.tns

Many, many more ...

And you can make them to suit you and your students

And you can get them online from other teachers just 
like you

education.ti.com
Math Nspired

www.TomReardon.com

http://education.ti.com/calculators/timathnspired/
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www.TomReardon.com

show what this looks like at my 
website...
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What if you could use this technology...

for FREE!
Well, now you can using
the TI-Nspire online Player

http://education.ti.com/html/nspireplayer/3.1.0/application/index.html

Area Formulas
Is A Circle a Polygon...? new!
Quadrants
Domain and Range
Function or Not
Pythagorean Relationships
Mitosis
3D

Summary
TI-Nspire
is an outstanding teaching AND learning tool
saves me valuable instruction time
assists with differentiating instruction
provides extra practice at the individual's own pace (slow 
or fast or "just right")
allows me to give tutorials, extra examples, and teach 
topics I don't have class time to do
Now with the TI-Nspire Document Player, you can use 
over 1000 activities for FREE!

SMART Boards 
Allow me to instruct in color as a valuable teaching tool
Help me to teach to the student "who isn't there" by 
placing my notes in pdf online
Let me be my own "sub" with fantastic results
Buy valuable class time with video tutorials on CD
Assist students who are absent or who are struggling by 
placing videos of the actual classroom presentation online
SMART Boards tie it all together!

One item to cross 
off my bucket list...
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The PEZ Company  Orange, CT Cola-flavored PEZ -- right out of the "oven".
They taste great warm!

Me and Joe Vittoria (the prez of PEZ)

How did PEZ get its name?

PfeffErminZ is the German word for peppermint

PEZ i t f th fi t l tt iddl l tt d l t l ttPEZ consists of the first letter, middle letter, and last letter

Oh, so proud!
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Other talks I am giving at MAV

TI-Nspire Navigator and CX

More activities on FREE Document Player

Vanity card 237
"Mathematics is the garment that we 
continuously alter with our students, and 
technology should be seamlessly interwoven 
throughout its fabric."

- Tom Reardon

www.TomReardon.com
tom@tomreardon.com

(Peace)

Dropbox link:     http://db.tt/K5wuNK9


